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 In addition to the errors in the principles of 
substantive law commented upon in this 
opinion, it is necessary to refer to a major 
procedural error which has characterized a 
considerable part of the conduct of this 
trial. The error referred to is the position 
repeatedly taken in rulings of the Tribunal 
with reference to the admissibility and 
scope of application of evidence contained 
in affidavits. The erroneous rulings in this 
respect include: (1) [crossed out: denying 
admissability of affidavits offered by the 
prosecution] the general application of a 
rule that [crossed out: affiant] affidavits 
offered by the prosecution [cross out] 
would be received only provisionally and 
would be stricken from the record unless 
the affiant could be produced for cross-
examination or unless the affiant was 
actually subjected to interrogation [cross 
out] on behalf of the defense; (2) the denial 
of admissability to affidavits on 
interrogations of deceased 
 [cross out] affiants, including those of 
such [cross out] [cross out] notorious war 
criminals as the [cross out]infamous 
Hoess who [crossed out: was in charge 
of] director of concentration camp 
Auschwitz; (3) the rule that an [cross out] 
affidavit of a defendant who fails to take 
the witness stand in his own behalf will 
not be considered as evidence against co-
defendants but will be considered as 
evidence only only against the affiant 
defendant to the effect that it constitutes 
an admission [cross out] by him. 
 
This series of rulings are based on 
technical rules of evidence which have 
no application to these proceedings by 
virtue of express provisions [cross out] 
stated in Military Government Ordinance 
No. 7. Thus Article provides: (quote 
from Mil Govt Ord #7) 
 The very purpose of this provision was to 
provide for the admission in evidence of 
certain statements by persons not called as 
witnesses. 
